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It made a cameo in the Maxis game SimE arth, at a cost of 5000 units of mana. More famously, when men
commanded by Heywood F loyd tried to take a picture near this featureless object, it sent a screeching signal to
Japetus, a moon of Jupiter. Responsible for the birth of the Star-Child--for 10 points--name this thing, also called
the Tycho Magnetic Anomaly, that cau sed Frank Bowman to exclaim, "My god! It's full of stars!"
ANSWER: Monolith [accept Tycho Magnetic anomaly on early buzz; prompt on "2001: A Space Odyssey"]
[HN: Look at the title of this tournament. You had to see a question on 2001 coming.--Ed.]

2Written over 35 years, this poem of nearly 60,000 couplets was based on a prose work of the same name. Written
by Ferdowsi, the work was partially a translation of the Khvatay-Namak, a Pahlavi work tracing the history of the
th
Persian kings from mythical times to Khorsrow II. For 10 points--name this 10 century Persian national epic
whose title may be translated as "Book of Kings."
ANSWER: Shah-nameh [accept The Book of Kings on early buzz]

3The transverse version originated in China 3000 years ago, and reached Europe as a military signaling device by
1100. The current "standard" version is a metal, cylindrical-bore transverse form created in 1847 by Theobald
Boehm. The standard concert class is more technically known as the "soprano" version. For 10 points--name this
instrument which ranges from large and unwieldy bass to the super-soprano piccolo.
ANSWER: flute

4Used in bronchoscopes, it occurs at the boundary between two transparent media when a rayoflight in a
medium of a higher index of refraction approaches the other medium at an angle of incidence greater than the
critical angle. For 10 points--name this core optical principle through which allows light rays to be conducted over
long, twisting paths.
ANSWER: total internal reflection

5

In most patien ts, this enterovirus cau ses minor cold and flu-like sym ptoms. In less than one-fifth of patients,
however, it diffuses into the central nervous system, where it destroys nerve cells in the anterior horn of the spinal
cord. Once so feared that mothers wouldn't let their children swim--for 10 points--name this virus controlled by
vaccines developed by Salk and Sabin, that sometimes pu t patients in iron lungs.
ANSWER: poliomyelitis [accept infantile paralysis]

BIt includes two Minuets, a Bourree [boo-RAY], and a Hornpipe, and begins with an Overture. This piece was
first performed on Wednesday, 17 July 1717, as King George I floated down the Chelsea and Thames Rivers. The
monarch was so enthralled that he had three repetitions of--for 10 points--what set of suites composed for the
king's boat party by George Friedrich Hand el?
ANSWER: Water Music or Wassermusik

7This 20

th

century writer's most famous novel is The Mandarins, but she is more famous for her essays, including
"Memoirs ofa Dutiful Daughter," and "The Prime of Life." In 1929, she began a 50-year relationship with Jean-Paul
Sartre. For 10 points--name this woman who published the monumental 1949 feminist work The Second Sex.
ANSWER: Simone Lucie Ernestine Marie Bertrande de Beauvoir
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Forced into poverty when his do g runs his herd of sheep off a cliff, the main character finds employm ent at
Weatherbury Farm under the woman to whom he had previously proposed. She does not return his love, however:
she chases after the wealthy Mr. Boldwood and eventually marries Sergeant Frank Troy. For 10 points--name this
Thomas Hardy novel, which tells the story of Gabriel Oak and Bathsheba Everdene.
ANSWER: Far (rom tire Madding Crowd

9

A student of Gauss at Gottingen, and Dirichlet [DEE-reech-Iay] at Berlin, in his doctoral thesis, he described the
conditions needed for a function to be in tegrable. A famous unsolved problem lies in finding the roots of his zeta
function. For 10 points--name this German mathematician, who invented a non-Euclidean geometry, whose "sums"
are taught to calculus students as a method of num erical approximation of an integral.
ANSWER: Georg Friedrich Bernhard Riemann

10

First made to orbit around a nucleus in 1995, it is an outcome of Dirac's wave equations, which predict that an
electron's total relativistic energy could be either positive or negative. First observed in 1932 by Carl Anderson, this
is--for 10 points-what bizarre particle with mass -9 x 10-31 kg that combines with an an ti-proton to form antihydrogen?
ANSWER: positron or anti-electron

11

About two feet tall, they can be found in your cupboard eating your food, sitting beside your chimney on your
roof, digging in your yard, or living on a beach. Covered in light brown fur, they have distinctive "A" markings on
its chest. For 10 po ints--identify this cre ature which constantly babb les sports facts in com mercials for ESP N's 2
Minute Drill, whose name suggests what you should do when you buzz in.
ANSWER: Answer

12

Its newest members are Colom bia, Ireland, Mauritius, Norway, and Singapo re, replacing Argentina, Canada,
Malaysia, Namibia, and the Netherlands; Bangladesh, Jamaica, Mali, Tunisia, and the Ukraine each have one more
year. The new members will serve two year tenus alongside the UK, France, China, Russia, and the US on--for 10
points--what body that governs mifitary actions by the UN?
ANSWER: United Nations Security Council

13

A branch was founded in Lebanon in 1971, while the original group formed in the late 60s. It has claimed
responsibility for such terrorist acts as a 1975 hostage situation at the US embassy in Kuala Lam pur, a shooting at
the Ben Gurion airport in Tel Aviv, and a 1987 rocket attack on the US embassy in Rome. For 10 points--name this
left-wing group whose leader, Fusako Shigenobu, was captured in November in Osaka.
ANSWER: Japanese Red Army

14

Highly influential in the Ferraran school, from the 1460s, he worked predominantly for the Gonzagas in
Mantua, producing for them the Camera degli Sposi, whose ceiling he decorated di sotto in su-"from below to above."
While harsh, sharp lines dominated his work, he often deviated from true perspective. For 10 points--name this
northern Italian artist who created St. James Led to Martyrdom and The Dead Christ.
ANSWER: Andrea Man tegna

15

He wrote the introduction to Kenyatta's Facing Mount Kenya. Graduating from Jagiellonian University in 1908,
he traced his anthropological enthusiasm to Frazer's Golden Bough. Though he acknowledged his debt to Durkheim
and the French sociologists, he preferred a functional individualistic theory. Associated with Oceanic peoples and
their method of trade, or kula--for 10 points--name this Polish founder of social anthropolo gy.
ANSWER: Bronislaw Malinowski [mah-lih-NOHV-ski]
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Warning: two answers required! In 1927, Celestino Madeiros confessed to working with dle Joe Merelli gang in the
murder of two men and the theft of$16,000 from them. Fortunately for him, two other men had already been
convicted of ilie crime and sentenced to deaili. Fifty years later, Michael Dukakis stated no stigma should be
attached to their names. For 10 points--name these two Italian anarchists executed despite contrary evidence.
ANSWER: Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti

17

This language evolved into a dialect called "Romanic" around the 7'h century AD; later, it divided into two
regional dialects named for their different pronunciations of the word "yes." Ultimately, it was the northern langue
d'oeil [long doo-ee] that triumphed over southern dialects like Proven<;al [pro-von-SAHL]. For 10 points-name
this language whose name comes from the German word for "free man," Franko.
ANSWER: French or Ie fran,ais [prompt on "cheese-eating surrender monkey language"]

18

This king, who once said, "Salvation belongs to the Lord, everything else is my business," gained Swedish
Pomerania by the Treaties of Stockholm. Every member of his Potsdam Guard stood six feet tall or more. He
centralized the Prussian government, instituted compulsory primary education, freed the serfs, and codified
German laws. For 10 points--name this second Pruss ian king, the father of Frederick the Great.
ANSWER: Friedrich Wilhelm I or Frederick William I [do not prompt on "Fred erick I"]

19

"Since I Don't Have You, I'm living Righ t N ext Door to Hell," said My Michelle. "I Don't Care About You," I
replied. "They say Anything Goes, and it seems like you're Out To Get Me. I'd be Dust n' Bones if! stayed with
you." "Fine then," she shot back. "You Ain't the First, and you won't be the last. I know Mr. Brownstone will still
come over to Paradise City to listen to"--for 10 points--what band known for 'Welcom e to the Jungle"?
ANSWER: Guns 'n' Roses

20

Given the diminutive "el Chinito," he was elected in 1990 on a platform of "Honest, Jobs and Technology." But
now his constituents say he left them corruption, unemployment, and poverty. He showcased his authoritarian
style in 1997, when he personally led a raid on terrorists at the residence of the Japanese ambassador, slaughtering
60. For 10 points--name this man, declared mentally unfit to rule in November, the former president of Peru.
ANSWER: Alberto Kenyo Fujimori

21

A zumbooruk was a chain gun or small cannon mounted on the back of one of these animals. According to the
Qur'an, the people ofThamud [THAH-mood] in Arabia killed one of these to scorn ilie message of the prophet
Salih [sah-LEE-hih] and were punished wiili a devastating storm. These ruminants are in the same family as the
guanaco, vicuna, and alpaca. For 10 points--name these hoofed animals with prominent dorsal humps of fat.
ANSWER: camel

22

As a child, his size and manner earned him the nickname "Dumb Ox." Opposing the philosophies of Averroes
and Augustine, he considered himself Aristotelian, though his views today are described as moderate realism. For 10
points--name this "Angelic Doctor," canonized in 1323, whose beliefs were declared by Pope Leo XIII as official
Catholic philosophy, who was one of the leading figures of Scholasticism.
ANSWER: St. Thomas Aquinas or Tommaso d'AQuino [prompt on "Doctor Angelicus"/"Angelic Doctor"]

23

This 21-year-old actress considers her mothers long-time live-in to be her true father. She followed her bigscreen debut in the 1998 indie film Desert Blue with roles in Gossip and 200 Cigarettes. Recently engaged to Black
Crowes frontman Chris Robinson, she got her break in 2000 when Cameron Crowe gave her the role of band-aide
Penny Lane. For 10 points--name this daughter of Goldie Hawn who starred in Almost Famous.
ANSWER: Kate Garry Hudson
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24 First staffed by Christian youths from the Balkans converted to Islam, they were subject to strict celibacy, and
organized into three unequal divisions each led by an aga. Frequently engineering palace coups, in the early 1800s
they resisted the army's adoption of European reforms; in 1826, Sultan Mahmud II eliminated them in the so-called
Auspicious Incident. For 10 points--name this elite corps in the standing army of the Ottoman Empire.
ANSWER: Ianissary or Ianizary or Ianissaries or Yeni'i(eri or New Soldiers [prompt on "troops"]

25

Born in Brooklyn, he coached the now defunct Washington Capitols before moving to Boston. He had a habit
of sitting among fans during the game, and he waited until the Celtics were certain to win before lighting his cigar.
Name this man who--for 10 points--coached the Celtics to eight consecutive NBA titles, whose career record for
most regular season wins was recently surpassed by Lenny Wilkens.
ANSWER: Arnold Jacob "Red" Auerbach

28

Discovered by Smithson Tennant in 1804, this metal, hard and usually brittle, is unreactive, and corrosionresistant, making it useful in crucibl es and surgical to ols. An alloy of th is metal with platinum form s the SI standard
kilogram. For 10 points--name this element with atomic number 77 that shares its name with Motorola's failed
satellite communications system.
ANSWER: Iridium [do not accept "platinum "]

27

Birds that damaged crops were systematically destroyed, and the Soviet brand of Kolkhoz was abandoned. The
excellent harvest of1958, unfortunately, was a poor indicator of the catastrophic years to follow. Some 30 million
died because of widespread famine and sporadic cannibalism. Famous for the massive forced collectivization of
peasants--for 10 points--name this disastrous attempt at self-modernization by China.
ANSWER: Great Leap Forward

28

Taking its name from the shortened name of a nearby fishing village, it was founded by the British East India
company in 1640. Its most distinct buildings are seven large Dravidian temples, as well as the ChepaukPalace in the
Deccan Muslim style. Located on the Coromandel coast of the bay ofBengal--for 10 points--name this capital of
the Tamil Nadu state, also called Cennai [seh-NYEJ, which shares its name with a type ofcloth.
ANSWER: Madras [accept Cennai on early buzz]

29

A court painter to Cosimo de Medici, he was responsible for num erous allegorical works and displayed an
unprecedented interest in the female form. Continuing the interests of his master, Jacopo Pontormo, he created
mannerist works with characteristic bursts of bright red and blue. For 10 points--name this Florentine artist of
Eleonora Toledo and her Son and An Allegory: Venus, Cupid, Folly and Time.
ANSWER: Agnolo Bronzino

3D

The author of her namesake ballad claimed she was "no myth, but a worthy and highly-esteemed gendewoman,
intensely loyal and a hater of the Slavery Rebellion." This 90 year old resident of Fredericktown, Maryland placed an
American flag in her attic window. For 10 points--name this subject ofaJohn Greenleaf Whittier poem who told
GeneralJackson, "Shoot if you must, this old gray head/But spare your country's flag."
ANSWER: Barbara Frietchie
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1Given the lyrics, name the song, 10 points each.
"I loved you endlesslylWhen you weren't there for me/So now it's time to leave and make it alone."
ANSWER: "Bye Bye Bye" by N*Sync
"I'm not just talking/About your sexuality/But I can't help myselflWhen you put your hands on me."
ANSWER: "Come on Over" by Christina Aguilera
"I read about your uncle Ronnie too, I'm sorry/I had a friend kill himself over some bitch who didn't want
him."
ANSWER: "Stan" by Eminem

2Name these deceased entertainment luminaries, 10 points each.
This thespian appeared in 1998's Elizabeth. His last performance came just a month before his death in May.
ANSWER: Sir John Gielgud
This Julliard-trained percussionist, with his own orchestra, was called the "Mambo King."
ANSWER: Ernest "Tito" Puente
This actor who appeared in Meatballs Part II is better known for portraying Burt Campbell on Soap and Dr.
Harry Weston on Empty Nest.
ANSWER: Richard Mulligan

3Name these computer file systems, 10 points each.
MS-DOS's original 16-bit file system, a 32-bit version was created to prevent the growing sector sizes
resulting from the original.
ANSWER: FAT or file allocation Table [accept FAT-16 or FAT-32]
IBM created this dynamic system for its OS/2 operating system; some critics contend Microsoft's FAT-32
was a rip-off of this system.
ANSWER: HPFS or High £erformance file ~ystem
E . . Ns

This is the most commonly used file system on Linux systems.
ANSWER: ext2fs [e-x-t 2 f-s]

4On December 29, 1890, the US army murdered 200 Sioux. 10 points each.
N arne the location of this massacre.
ANSWER: Wounded Knee, South Dakota
Some have suggested that the Sioux were taking part in this cult movem ent, whose memb ers believed that
buffalo would fill the plains and the white man would vanish?
ANSWER: (second) Ghost Dance movement
The leader of the second G host Dance movement was this assistant ofWo dziwob, who started the first
Ghost Dance movement in the 1870s.
ANSWER: Woyoka or Jack Wilson or The Cutter
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5Answer these questions on the Catholic Church in the 1800s, 10 points each.
Pope Pius IX convened what ecumenical council convened in 1869?
ANSWER: First Vatican Councilor Vatican I
What doctrine, approved by Vatican I, states that the Pope, under certain conditions, cannot err when
teaching in matters of faith or morals?
ANSWER: papal infallibility
What two-word Latin term describes Papal statements covered by the doctrine of papal infallibility?
ANSWER: ex cathedra

BAnswer these questions about the Scopes monkey trial, 10 points each.
Who defended Scopes at the trial?
ANSWER: Clarence Seward Darrow
Which unsuccessful Presidential candidate broke down on the stand when Darrow called him as a witness,
even though he did win the trial?
ANSWER: William Jennings Bryan
The trial was held in what city, the county seat of Rhea [RAY] County, Tennessee?
ANSWER: Dayton, Tennessee

7 Given a statement that applies to exactly two fundamental forces, name both, all or nothing, 10 points per part.
Governed by an inverse-square law
ANSWER: gravitational and lilectroMagnetic forces [HN: accept word forms]
Affect neutrinos
ANSWER: gravitational and weak nuclear forces
The first two forces to be described by a single unified theory
ANSWER: lilectroMagnetic and weak nuclear forces

8Name these shows on National Public Radio, 10 points each.
Tom and Ray Magliozzi provide solutions to people who call in with a specific kind of trouble.
ANSWER: Car Talk
Once called The Garrison Keillor Show, it features "N ews from Lake Wobegon," "Lives of the Cowboys," and
countless fictional ads.
ANSWER: A Prairie Home Companion
Some tournaments should be called "Things You Should Have Learned in School Had You Been Paying
Attention," a category on this Michael Feldman show.
ANSWER: Whad'ya Know

9Name these characters from Christopher Marlowe works, 10 points each.
This scheming Maltese Jew, caught by his own tricks, dies in a boiling cauldron.
ANSWER: Barabas [prompt on "the Jew of Malta"]
Edward II's lover, like Edward, he meets an ignominious end at the hand s of Edward's enemies.
ANSWER: Gaveston
This woman married the bloodthirsty Persian King Timur and convinced him not to kill her father, the
sultan of Egypt.
ANSWER: Zenocrate
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ION arne these real-world imperfections, 15 points each.
A system displaying this property does not transition from state A to state B at the same point as a move
from state B to state A. Graphic ally, this results in a kind of "loop."
ANSWER: hysteresis
This effect manifests when complex data is sampled below its Nyq uist frequency. The frequency spectra
overlap in the Fourier domain, causing false results in the time domain.
ANSWER: aliasing

11 Name these works by C .S. Lewis, 10 points per part.
Five points each, name the first and last books in his Chronicles of N arnia series.
ANSWER: The Lion. the Witch. and the Wa rdrobe and The Last Battle
In this work, the titular demon teaches his wanna-be nephew Wormwood.
ANSWER: The Screwtape Letters
This defense 0 f Christianity was originally pub lished in "
Behavior, and Beyond Personality.

i
~~"

parts, The Case for Christianity, Christian

ANSWER: Mere Christianity [prompt on "Broadcast Talks"]

1230-20-10. Name the mythological figure.
[30]

Like his brothers, he married a swan princess. When King Nidud captured him, he was maimed and forced
to create trinkets for the king's family.

[20]

He killed Nidud's sons, making goblets and jewels from their skulls and eyes. He fathered a child by
Nidud's daughter and escaped.

[10]

If your horse loses a shoe, and you leave the animal and a silver coin on the capstone of this Anglo-Saxon
god of smithing's smithy, by sunrise he will re-shoe your horse.
ANSWER: Wayland Smith or WeIand the Smith

13 Name these authors from works, 10 points each.
La ley del amor, Como agua para chocolate

ANSWER: Laura Esquivel [es-KWEE-vel]
The Infinite Plan, Hija De La Fortuna

ANSWER: Isabel Allende [ah-YEN-day]
Chronicle of a Death Foretold, The General In His Labyrinth

ANSWER: Gabriel Garcia Marquez

14 Given scoring rules, name the sport, 10 points each.
A ball kicked between the two larger goal posts without being touched scores 6 points. A ball passing
between a goal post and a behind post is a "behind" worth 1 point.
ANSWER: Australian (or Aussie) Rules Football
An ippon is worth 1 point. A waz-ari is 0.5 points. If a rna tch is tied, yoku and then koka are considered.
ANSWER: judo
Playing the ball, or sUotar, over the crossbar and between the posts is 1 point. Playing the ball under the
crossbar is a "goal" worth 3 points.
ANSWER: hurling
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15 Name these muckrakers from works, 10 points each.
TheJungle

ANSWER: Upton Beall Sinclair

The Shame of the Cities

ANSWER: Ooseph) Lincoln Steffens

The History of Standard Oil

ANSWER: Ida Minerva Tarbell

1830-20-10. Name the body part.
[30]
In some lower vertebrates it has a well-developed eyelike structure; in others, though not organized as an
eye, it functions as a light receptor.
[20]

It weighs little more than 0.1 gram. It is large in children and begins to shrink with the onset of puberty.

[10]

An endocrine gland it regulates the production of the hormone melatonin. Though not a part of the brain,
it develops from the roof of the diencephalon.
ANSWER: pineal gland or body

17 Answer the following about "lovely" pieces of classical music, 10 points each.
EI amor brujo, or Love, the Magician, is a ghostly story 0 f gypsy jealousy by this comp oser.
ANSWER: Manuel de Falla [FYE-yuh]
In this Prokofiev opera, Fata Morgana curses the Prince to search for some princess-containing 0 bjects.
ANSWER: The Love for Three Oranfes
This Danish composer's 1896 cantata Hymnus amoris is a setting of secular texts on love.
ANSWER: Carl August Nielsen

18 Answer these questions on Canadian geography, 10 points each.
This inlet of the Atlantic Ocean lies between New Brunswick and N ova Scotia.
ANSWER: Bay of Fundy
In the election to name Nunavut, what name finished second in balloting?
ANSWER: Bob
Located in Alberta, this first national park in Canada contains ho t springs and m any active glaciers.
ANSWER: Banff National Park

1930-20-10. Name the novel from quotes.
III

[30]

'''The most noble title any child can have,' Demosthenes wrote, 'is Third.

[20]

"Suddenly Peter smiled and clapped his hands together in a mockery of good cheer. 'Let's play buggers and
astronauts,' he said."

[10]

"Remember, the enemy's gate is down."
ANSWER: Enders Game by Orson Scott Card

20 Given Little Hans's behavior, name the defense mechanism, 10 points each. [HN: accept word forms]
Little Hans fears clowns. At the circus, he refuses to admit that he sees any clowns.
ANSWER: denial
Little Hans was abducted by aliens. Unable to cope, rather than deny their existence, he refuses to even
think about aliens.
ANSWER: repression
Little Hans hates his quiz bowl coach. Angry, he goes home and stabs his copy of An Incomplete Education.
ANSWER: displacement
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21 Name these medieval philosophers, 15 points each.
He translated all Porphyry Aristotle works into Latin, bringing them to the attention of medieval
philosophe rs. Theodoric, king of the 0 strogoths, later killed him.
ANSWER: Boethius
In his opinion, the philosophy of Aristotle, because of its principle of contradiction, was an obstacle to the
mind in its ascent towards God.
ANSWER: Nicolas ofCusa

2230-20-10. Name the poem.
[30]

The scene of the poem is a wake. The deceased is covered in a sheet she once embroidered.

[20]

"Call the roller of big cigars/The muscular one and bid him whip/In kitchen cups concupiscent curds."

[10]

The poem was written in 1923 by Wallace Stevens.
ANSWER: "The Emperor of Ice Cream"

23 Name these ancient battles, 15 points each.
In 371 BC, the Boeotian [bo-EE-shun] army under Epaminodas [uh-PAH-mi-NOH-dus] defeated a
Spartan army under Cleombrotus. The battle established Theban hegemony in Greece.
ANSWER: Battle of Leuctra
In 331 BC Alexander the Great defeated Darius III in this battle that se aled the fate of th e Persian Emp ire.
ANSWER: Battle of Gau~amela or Arbela

24 After this year's election brouhaha, we look back to the founders of democracy. 10 points each.
Athens peaked under this general, statesman, and orator, known for his public works program and the
solidification of th e Assembly as power-hold ers.
ANSWER: Pericles
This traveler and poet, now synonymous with wise government, introduced the concept of democracy by
allowing men of any class to sit in the Assembly.
ANSWER: Solon
An aristocrat sympathetic to democracy, this son ofMegades led the movement for isonomia, or equality of
rights for all.

ANSWER: Cleisthenes or Clisthenes of Athens

25 Name the scientists from elements discovered, 10 points each.
This man discovered "inflammable air" or hydrogen in 1766.
ANSWER: Henry Cavendish
He is credited with discovering chlorine, sodium, potassium, and strontium.
ANSWER: Sir Humphry

~

This Swede discovered oxygen independently of Priestley.
ANSWER: Karl Wilhelm Scheele [SHEE-Iuh]
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28

The Iron Law of Wages says wages "naturally" trend towards a minimum level corresponding to the workers'
subsistence needs. 10 points each.
Who form ulated the Iron Law of Wages?
ANSWER: David Ricardo
Within 5 years, when did Ricardo publish On Wages?
ANSWER: 1817 [accept 1812 to 1822]
Though Ricardo posited that labor's "natural" price was subsistence, he acknowledged this "real" measure of
labor's cost would fluctuate with supply and demand.
ANSWER: market price of labor

27 Too many cooks may spoil the broth, but a lot of artists didn't spoil St. Peter's Basilica. 10 points each.
His plan for St Peter's called for intricate symmetry, with nine interlocking crosses, and five domes.
ANSWER: Donato Bramante or Donato D'Agnolo
He greatly sim plified Brama te's plan and op ened up the in terior spaces to give it its present form. He also
did a little painting for the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel.
ANSWER: Michelangelo or Michelangelo Buonarotti
His colonnaded design of the piazza in front of St Peter's and the Scala Regia helped originate Baroque art.
ANSWER: Giovanni Lorenzo (Gianlorenzo) Bernini

28

This three-day fast, of disputed timing, falls on Passover and the first two days of the Feast of Unleavened
Bread. 10 points each.
N arne this fast, called to help prepare the Jewish emissary for an audience to ask Haman to rescind his order
to annihilate the Jews.
ANSWER: Fast of Esther or Ta'anit Esther
This gospel refers to this conflict as "The Pharisee stood and prayed thus & 'I fast twice the week &'"
ANSWER: Luke 18:11-12
Esther states "... they should celebrate yearly the 14th and 15 th days of the month of Adar," in what feast?
ANSWER: Feast of Purim or Feast of Lots

29 In October 2000, Osama bin Laden is believed to have organized an attack on a US Navy ship in Aden, Yemen.
For the stated number ofpoints.
[5]

Name the ship.

[10]

What class of ship is the Cole?

[15]

Which Norwegian transport ship carried the Cole to Mississippi for repairs?

ANSWER: USS Cole
ANSWER: Aegis-class Guided Missile Destroyer
ANSWER: M/V Blue Marlin

3D 30-15-5. Name the ruler.
[30]

After defeating the Lombards, he took the title, King of the Lombards. He maintained law and order in his
empire by using missi domm inici, or "messengers 0 f the lord."

[15]

After his son, Louis the Pious, died, his empire was divided between Charles the Bald, Lothair, and Louis
the German.

[5]

On Christmas, 800 AD, he was crowned "great and pacific Emperor of the Romans."
ANSWER: Charlemagne or Carollus Magnus or Charles the Great or Charles I
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